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Project Objectives
• Provide tool to develop technically sound 
pavement designs for roadway pavements
• Provide a user-friendly, visually appealing, 
pavement design tool accessible to users on a 
variety of devices 
• Provide a free alternative to ACPA Streetpave, 
Darwin (no longer available) 
• Provide resources to enhance understanding 










• Provide accurate un-biased results…be a 
trusted resource
• Only ask the user for what is required to 
perform a technically sound design
• Where appropriate suggest industry accepted 
defaults to minimize user input
• Provide context sensitive help and guidance 
• Assume users aren’t pavement design experts
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I don’t always do pavement designs, 




• Browser based delivery
• Available via the web 




– Tablets  (7” – 10” - includes  
iPad Mini on up.
– Handheld device 
capabilities




• Provide technically sound designs using:
– Flexible: AASHTO ’93
– Rigid: AASHTO ‘93 w/ ‘98 Supplement
– Parking lot guidance (Flexible only)
• Use industry accepted standards and guidance
• Linkages to State and Local guidance




(Log in on your smart phone or ipad, 




Login to Create, Save, and Share





Check out Background Information
My Projects
Organize Designs via My Projects
Edit, Copy, Share, Move and Delete
LAUNCH DESIGN
STEP 1- PROJECT INFORMATION
• Parking Lot/Lt Duty



















STEP 5-PAVEMENT SUBSTRUCTURE 
Enter Base and Subgrade Info


STEP 5-PAVEMENT SUBSTRUCTURE 
Enter Base and Subgrade Info
Enter Base Layer Dialog
Defaults




Roadmap for the future
A framework to continue to build upon:
• Overlay design (empirical)
• Simplified mechanistic design for both new 
construction and overlays
• Comparison tools for mechanistic and 
empirical methods
• RAP/RAS designs
• And more
paviasystems
THE BEGINNING
www.pavexpressdesign.com
www.pavementinteractive.com
THANK YOU……………QUESTIONS?
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